
KCS–L Price
Top hung frameless sliding system type of 

opening "accordion"
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What Vizyon KCS L and Vizyon KCS X are intended for: Sliding frameless glazing of verandas, terraces, summer areas. Due to the lack of a

protruding lower profile, such systems will not interfere with the passage of people. At the same time, they are very easy and simple to

move apart, and turn your terrace or gazebo from closed to open. To create mobile partitions in offices, banks, various institutions. With

the help of Vizyon KCS L and Vizyon KCS X systems, you can divide the premises into zones, create a conference room or workspace,

organize several stores on one retail space. At the same time, the system can be moved at any time, creating a free passage between the

zones of the room. Design features of the Vizyon KCS L system:The sashes in Vizyon KCS L are connected to each other by hinges and

move with the help of reliable roller carriages along the upper carrier profile. There is no lower profile, which makes installation much

easier, and the system itself is safe for people to pass through. Another feature of this variation of the frameless sliding system is the

absence of a parking profile. In Vizyon KCS L, all rollers are placed in the middle of the sash. During the opening, the sashes are shifted by

an accordion to the middle and placed there perpendicular to the opening.

Material: Aluminum – glass

Glass type: 10mm tempered

System type: Top hung

Profile color: Anodized - RAL 

Maximum panel width: 900 mm

Maximum panel height: 3200 mm

Maximum system length: 9 m

Sliding frameless system Vizyon KCS L, folding type "accordion"

Glass frameless sliding systems have long been very popular

among developers and consumers. With the help of such

structures, you can not only glaze a balcony or veranda, but also

divide the room into zones. Top-hung models are especially

appreciated. They are more functional and require less effort to

install. One of the best novelties in this segment are the Vizyon

KCS L and Vizyon KCS X systems. These sliding frameless glazing

systems have an original design and a number of advantages that

you will not find in any other similar model.

System characteristic
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Estimated  cost in finished form (euro) without VAT:

Installation (about 10-15% from total order cost), 

Delivery (depends on order quantity and distance)
Shipping from Poland

Height

Length
2500 2700 3000

2500 2250 2294 2357

3000 2559 2607 2667

3500 3274 3331 3435

4000 3577 3655 3757

4500 3895 3974 4089

5000 4597 4690 4830

5500 4916 5008 5166

6000 5232 5319 5498

6500 5522 5651 5832

7000 6236 6374 6548

7500 6562 6675 6901

8000 6873 7010 7209


